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Passive Resistance Creates an Active Response
Megan Schlicht
Staff Writer

Since the end of the fall semester,
Armstrong's sidewalks have been
covered with messages left by a group
calling themselves Passive Resistance.
The topics of these messages range
from feminism to the possible war
with Iraq. Messages talking about the
price of fuel as compared to a human
life or that we are supporting the
killing of people with the everyday
things that we buy can be seen all over
campus. Armstrong students and
faculty fvave reacted strongly to the
messages. Some are angry while
others are supportive, but everybody
most definitely has an opinion about
the Armstrong chalk writers.
"Highly un-American and offen
sive," is just one phrase that is being

Some of the sidewalk chalk writing seen around campus-photo by C. Lancia

heard around campus from students.
"I believe in freedom of speech and
expression, but why are they hiding?"
is another comment a student ex
pressed.

Still others have shown their anger
by answering the chalk messages with
their own messages. In front of the
campus bookstore a message was
rubbed out and answered with "un-

American." In the Armstrong Writing
Center, a student left the message "F—
the chalk writers" on computer screen
savers.
Gwana Goodman expressed a
problem with the writing itself and not
the meaning. "It is a shame that our
beautiful campus has to be marked
....even if it is chalk."
Sandy Brown said of the mes
sages, "I think the Passive Resisters
need to show some compassion for
their fellow students who are leaving
their homes and country to fight a
battle so the chalk writers can keep
writing. Writing a statement on a
sidewalk isn't much effort and it looks
tacky. And if they must write, why not
write something original."
Many faculty members seem to
support the discussion the group has
started. ...(continued on page 3)
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than to stick my neck out and accept
an assignment I wasn't sure I could
*This is the first installment of a
accomplish?
So, I thought about
series written by Stephen Mosca, a
what
I
could
possibly
write and
student at AASU. In this series, Steve
mentally bounced a few ideas around.
will discuss many choices as he makes
I considered how I came to be here in
light of some of his own decisions and
the first place.
enables others to learn from them.
I'm a 'non-traditional' student, being
older than much of the student body,
Steve Mosca
and the path that brought me here, I
Staff Writer
think, is pretty non-traditional as well.
Briefly, I began as a somewhat
"The self is not something ready
promising
young fellow, became a
made, but something in continuos
stoner,
nearly
dropped out of high
formation through choice of action."
school, eventually earned an Associ
John Dewey
ates degree from an engineering
Late last year I was asked to write
school,
worked for several large
some articles for the new Inkwell and,
aerospace
firms, began a six-figure
after thinking about it, decided that I
consulting
career by lying on my
would give it a try. After all, one of
the main reasons I came back to school Resume, quit smoking in my mid-30's,
ran four marathons, and made (and
in the first place was to do more
lost) "big bucks" in the stock market.
writing. What better chance to chal
I finally gave up the lying and the
lenge myself and practice the craft
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found
career,
longer found
satisfying, to initiate a search for what
I really want to do with the rest of my
life. And here I am, earning very little
money, going to school full time, and
thinking about becoming, of all things,
an attorney. If that doesn't strike you
as non-traditional, I urge you to seek
help immediately.
I began to think that there may be a
story in just these events alone, in just
my getting here. And the thing that
began to emerge from the jumble of
thoughts that I had about what may be
interesting and fun to write about, and
perhaps instructive to read, is the story
of my history and experience with
making choices.
What could be more basic and
human than choice? I don't contem
plate it as something preachy, mind
you. I'm no Bill Bennett, no siree. I
won't even hint that anyone, for any

reason, should imitate
my trajectory in
ii
any shape, way, or form, though I
doubt that's possible in any case. No,
the real point is that I've made enough
horrible choices and enough pretty...
(continued on page 5)
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Campus Events

SGA Corner

AASU Calendar

Get the 411 on your Student Government!

From the Prez
SGA President Scott C. Scheidt
Hello again, AASU! There are
many exciting things going on with
the SGA, and your Senators are
working diligently to put forth the
concerns you are voicing.
The new Regents Exam, which
will include math, will only affect
students enrolling in Fall 2003.
Even if you ha ve not taken the
Exam, you will not be required to
take the math portion if you were
enrolled before that time. So
breathe easy and get ready for your
essay.
Be mindful of parking on Univer
sity Drive between University Hall
and Compass Point. If your vehicle
does not have a decal, or is parked
improperly, Public Safety will
begin towing vehicles. Parking
Decals are available from Public
Safety for free. Reserved blue
parking spots are reserved for that
person 24 hours a day; even after 5
pm you can be ticketed for parking
there. Faculty spots may be used
after 5 pm for those attending late
classes. Thanks for reading!

Quotes For January

"It is not a bad idea to get in the
habit of writing down one's
thoughts. It saves one having to
bother anyone else with them."Isabel Colegate
"I don't want any yes-men around
me. I want everybody to tell me the
truth even if it costs them their
jobs."-Samuel Goldwyn (1882 1974)
"The most overlooked advantage to
owning a computer is that if they
foul up there's no law against
wacking them around a little."Joe Martin

Current Senate Topics
A* Reinstatement of the Alpha
Phi Omega Co-Ed Service
Fraternity at AASU
A* Food Service Improvements
A* Upcoming Online SGA
Elections
A* Smart Cards In Our Fu
ture?
A' Parking on Campus
/' • Student Representative on
Financial Aid Committee
A* Advisement Issues
A* Community Service
A* Retention
A* Reestablishment of AASU
College Bowl Team
A* WebCT Training Sessions

January
22nd

24th
25th

27th

29th

February

Open Meetings
1st
Every Monday at 12:05
p.m. the Student Government
holds it's weekly Senate meet
ings. Senate meetings are open
to ALL students, faculty, and
staff. Everyone interested is
encouraged to attend.
Minutes for all recent
SGA Senate meetings are public
record and posted outside the
SGA Office located on the right
side of the upper level of the
MCC Building.
To ask questions, or for
more information, contact:
SGA Secretary Kim
Andrews
Email:
sga @mail.armstrong.edu
' Phone: 927-5350

Did you know...

Upper and lower case letters
are named 'upper' and 'lower'
because in the time when all
original print had to be set in
individual letters, the 'upper
case' letters were stored in the
case on top of the case that
stored the smaller, Tower
case' letters.

STS Computer Tips & TVicks
12:00 pm MCC Annex Tech Room (in main computer lab)
EASE Luncheon
12:00 pmUH 158
Radiologic Sciences Students Spring Grand Rounds
8:00 am-2::00 pm UH Atrium
Basketball vs. USC Spartanburg
5:30 pm Alumni Arena
Mrs. Senior Savannah Pageant
7:00 pm Fine Art Auditorium
SGA Meeting
12:05 pm UH 155
STS Pirates' Cove Web Portal Workshop
12:00 pm MCC Annex Tech Room (in main computer lab)
STS Internet Searches & Navigation Workshop
12:00 pm MCC Annex Tech Room (in main computer lab)
OMA Movie, XXX
7:30 pmUH 158

2nd
3rd

Baseball vs. St. Andrews (Double Header)
11:00 am Pirate Field
Greek. Klash Step Show, sponsored by OMA
8:00 pm Alumni Arena
Baseball vs. St. Andrews
1:00 pm Pirate Field
SGA Meeting
12:05 pm UH 155

For more go to http://www.armstrong.edu/calendar.htm

Clubs and Organizations
In an effort to promote
Student awareness of activities and
resources on campus, ALL
Armstrong Atlantic State Univer
sity Clubs and Organization
members are strongly encouraged
to read and publish their meeting
dates or event calendars in the
Inkwell.
The more we use it, the more
people read it, the more informed
we all become. Thank you for
working together towards a brighter
tomorrow. GO Pirates!

University Relations
* AASU College of Education
Receives Accreditation
* Fifteen AASU Graduate Students
Named to 2003 "Who's Who" List
* Georgia Nurses Association
Honors Deanna Cross
* AASU Acquires Nuclear Mag
netic Resonance Spectometer
For more information on these
stories, and more information on
what is going on at AASU, log on
to http://
www.urelations.armstrong.edu.

Want to know the latest
events on campus? Log on
to cove.armstrong.edu!!!
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Campus Life
(Response from page 1)...Dr. Teresa
Winterhalter said of the messages,
"This is exactly what a campus like
Armstrong needs. It generates think
ing and invites discussion." Many
faculty members support this idea by
saying they might not agree with what
the messages are saying, but they like
the discussions that have been initi
ated. Some students have also
expressed similar views. "It makes you
think," Heather Glover, an Armstrong
senior, said of the messages.
"Sidewalks are an area for free
speech," was Dr. Deborah Reese's
response. Still others say that it is a
legitimate way to express your ideas
and that people should be able to say
what they want.
The members of Passive Resistance
had much to say about the response
their messages have generated, "As
Americans we need to re-examine our
belief system, the structure of our
society, and the things we hold true like freedom of speech, civil liberties
and rights. One of our fundamental
rights is the right to dissent." The
group's mission is to start discussion
among Armstrong students. They say
XhaV people don't have to agree with
what they write, but they would like to
know why they disagree: "We need to
discuss these issues. We don't have a
unified view. We don't discourage the
things that have been added [in
response] just crossing out. There is
no right or wrong opinion."
As to why they choose to write on
sidewalks, the members say that it is
important for other people to hear your
views: "Don't just tell your friends."

The negativity this public writing has
generated has not dissuaded the group
at all. In fact, they encourage the
people who have expressed such anger
to answer them back and explain why
they are angered by the words: "Where
does the negativity come from? We
don't know their position so let's
discuss it." The members do not feel
that they are being un-American, in
fact, they believe they are being very
American by exercising their rights to
freedom of speech and dissent: "It's as
American as you can get."
The group also responded to the
charges made that they are hiding
because they don't reveal their names:
"We're not hiding behind the sidewalk
chalk. It is an effective medium where
people can challenge our ideas but not
our personalities." If they give their
names the group thinks that people
will look at the person and not the
ideas expressed. They are allowed
to say what they want "without being
subjected to hostility."
The group also left an e-mail address
where they can be reached. Thus far,
they say that all the responses have
been positive. Passive Resistance does
feel that they are accomplishing what
they set out to do. "Anytime a student
stops their life and looks around and
sees what's going on in the world it is
an accomplishment. Our goal is
discussion."
If you are interested in finding out
more about Passive Resistance you
can email them at PassiveResistance
2003@yahoo.com.

Phi Mu Back at AASU
Staff Writer

Don't let the name turn you
away, girls, because this is all for us.
Phi Mu was founded by three Georgia
girls that attended Weselyan College in
Macon, Ga. It came to Armstrong in
1969 and years later this chapter had to
close because not enough girls partici
pated. We have a few fraternities for
the boys; now it is time for the ladies.
The sorority brings the noblest
ideals to women, makes it available to
foster friendship, stresses high scholas
tic achievement, and provides a home
for sisters. They mainly work towards
raising funds for the Children's
Miracle Network, which gives the
funds to children's hospitals. The
sorority gives $92,000 away in schol
arships; if you have a 4.0 GPA for two
semesters the rest of your ride is pretty
much guaranteed.
Phi Mu girls have to have a
2.3 GPA to join and the house has to
have a 3.0 GPA. The cost is $260 for
the first year and $75 every year after
that. You are not allowed to drink
during Phi Mu's events andthey do
not allow hazing. If you would like to
get more information you can come to
the next meeting on February 2 at 7:30
p.m. on the upper level of the MCC
building or call Megan Moore at 9618540.

For more info, call 927-5351 or email
inkwell @ mail.armstrong.edu.
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OMA
Presents

Say you care on Valentine's
Day in The Inkwell!!
Tell that special someone how you feel for Valentine's
Day by placing a message in your campus newspaper,
The Inkwell! For only $0.10 per word, you can say I like
you! to your Valentine. Submissions must be in to The
Inkwell by February 5th.

xi
o

Hillary Creery

V I M

D

Did you know...
The sentence believed to be the
longest ever to appear in litera
ture is found in Victor Hugo's
Les Miserables. It contains 823
words, 93 commas, 51 semico
lons, and 4 dashes. The sentence
covered almost 3 full pages.

sony.com/TripieX
REVOLUTION •
ST U 5105

PG13

Wedneday
January 29,2003
University Hall 158
7:30 p.m.
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IT'S A NEW SEMESTER. WHY LIMIT YOURSE

NO LIMITS ON MINUTES. PERIOD.
CALL ANYTIME TO ANYWHERE IN THE COUNTRY.
ALL DAY. ALL NIGHT. ALL YOU WANT.
GET THE SAME BILL EVERY MONTH.
No long distance charges. No roaming charges.**
Simply pay a $49.95 monthly subscription fee.

Get a free phone when you
sign up for any SunCom plan
—while supplies last.

AT&T Wireless

WeCetlt.

SunCom
Member of the ATST Wireless Network

START THE SEMESTER OFF R I G H T — U N P L A N T O D A Y|
SunCom Store Locations

Store Houn: M-F 90-71*

Weekend Bourse Sat 10a-6p

Savannah

Savannah Crossing
Shopping Center
13051 Abercorn St
912-507-6600

Beaufort

Parris Island

Marine Corps Exchange
Building 408
843-228-7100
(M-F ioa-7p, Sat ioa-6p,
Sun i2n*5p)

Marine Corps Exchange
Building 202
843-228-3302 ext. 7238
(M-W, F-Sat io a-6p,
Th ioa-7p. Sun na-5p)

Oglethorpe Mall
(next to RadioShack)
7804 Abercorn St
912-507-6550
(M-Sat ioa*9p, Sun i2n*7p)

7203 Hodgson Mem orial Dr
(near Ogle thorpe Mall)
912-507-6500

mmMMI
.

i

Exclusive Authorized Dealer
Hilton Head

1460 Fording Island Rd
(next to Bed Bath fc Beyor.d)
843-301-8700

2303 Boundary St, Suite 6
843-252-8800

CORPORATE SALES 91*507-6655

shop oniine www.SunCom.com

Limited-time offer. $35 activation fee and 12-month service agreement required. "Free digital phone available with new activation while supplies last. The Nokia 5165 is like-new and includes warra nty. Phone selection may vary ""S unCo U PI
area depends
on individual
UnPlan
Zone.
Your monthly
all
calls
received
within
Zone
the
screen
on your
displays
an wumun
additional
nationwide
minutes
for calls
placed tnd
and raceivtd
received whin
when the icmnnnnm
Ifee
K iincludes:
in.iniu. I
llU
I. placed and
>11. n
uin. m
unu your UnPlan
viinanu
i..when
11.1u
.w
oi mi
jrv.i phone
jniuin u
»|nijri "FREE,"
inut, Iand
liu wi
ai 300
joo nau
unwiu. .anytime
njruim m
inuiu lor
cans plicae
uni n L coverage
I
"rocc.u
•
,,
.
.
* subscription
I
300 minutes will be billed at a flat rate of .20 per minute. Additional nationwide anytime minute packages available. Nationwide calling includes all states, except Alaska. International long distance calls are not inrl
^
»* V **
.**Y
*tlonwi
»nyt«me minutes in excess of the included
reRulre a cre°lt car° or °PeraCor assistance to complete. SunCom reserves the
right to terminate your agreement if more than 50% of your minutes are not on the SunCom Network. SunComservice available for residents of specified ZIP codes only. Other restrictions apply. See st ores for details ©SunCom 2003
'
**
*
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Around Campus
Life (from page 1)...good choices to be
able to tell the difference between the
two, to have learned something of
what works, and hopefully tell a pretty
darn good tale along the way.
So that's what I am going to try to
do. I'll be sticking my neck out pretty
far on some of these pieces, but that's
what I came back to college to do
anyway. As you'll learn, I've stuck my
neck out before, in many differing
circumstances, and can't say I regret
much of it.
That's really the focus of this first
piece: choice is as much about making
errors as it is about making progress.
There is nothing inherently wrong with
making a mistake, so I urge you not to
fear errors as much as learn to recog
nize them, evaluate them, accept them,
manage them and, for God's sake,
learn to not repeat them.
In time, the ability and confidence to
make consistently good choices for
yourself will derive from a reconcilia
tion of considered experience and
impulsive desire. While this in itself is

a very affirming stage to reach, the
true power of choice comes when this
is carried to its logical conclusion and
one becomes able to learn from not
only one's own mistakes, but from
those of others.
My life is running perhaps twenty to
twenty five years ahead of the average
students'. I didn't sift through a bunch
of vital statistics to arrive at those
numbers or to gain the authority to use
the word 'average', but it sounds about
right.
The idea is that college is mostly full
of younger people, right? And
younger people are full of uncertainty.
At least, many of them are. These
articles aren't going to be of a lot of
interest to the craziest or the most
grounded of you, but for the common
folks, the ones who aren't exactly sure
of what they're doing here much of the
time, nor sure of where they're going
next, they may be of some comfort A
person can get pretty anxious walking
around feeling uncertain all the time
but you know what? It's completely
natural. In fact, it's unavoidable.
In the society we live in, we're each
bombarded daily by the media, our
families, our friends, our religions, our
culture...hell, even our biology is
trying to tell us what to do. Each of
these influencing factors demand that
we make choices and they try to steer
us towards the ones they feel represent

either our best, or many times, their
best interests. It can get so dense with
choice in this culture that the easiest
choice may be to just shut down and
tune out (I told you I was old).
Obviously, that wouldn't work well
at all. Another potential path of least
resistance may seem to be to accept
someone else's shrink wrapped value
system replete with its menu of
pre-selected choices, but this often
simply produces more old, frustrated,
non-traditional students. No, the
thing to do my friends is remain
inquisitive, develop a willingness to
take risks and learn the ability to
calculate future choices in terms of
risk and reward from the experience
that ensues.
"Honor isn't about making the right
choices. It's about dealing with the
consequences."-A/kfon Koto
One of the first practical things you
can learn is that every choice has pros
and cons. That sounds trite, I know,
but it isn't always easy to see the
unvarnished facts given the pervasive
propaganda environment we live
within and the emotional conse
quences we invest in our choices.
It is valuable to learn to recognize
the universal dichotomy in all things
so as to fully understand the trade-off
that's inherent in every choice you
make. If you're into physics, think
about energy budgets. If you're into
economics, think about opportunity
costs. If you're into politics, think
about utility. Each of these involve a
trade-off of some kind.
Put another way, if you're into
money, think about love and happi
ness. If you're into drugs, think about
the waste of natural potential. If
you're into image, think about sub
stance.
Why must we do so much thinking?
Because we benefit from the practice.
It is what we do that distinguishes us
from other creatures and the first and
most important choice you can make is
to commit to a never ceasing quest to
better understand the world around
you and the world you create for
yourself by how you manage your
perceptions, by your ability to think.
Like all the co-dependant relation
ships mentioned above, you will
hopefully find that the world around
you is as much affected by the world
you choose to make for yourself as by
the myriad external factors that seem
so out of our control.

Almost every choice we make
involves some zero-sum equation that
we should learn to evaluate before
hand, framed against the absolute
values that stand apart from our daily
desires. We may still make the wrong
choice, but at least we will go into it
with our eyes wide open and not
forestall our progress with too much
willful ignorance. We must eventually
accept the consequences of our choices
just as we accept the choices them
selves.
Well, I guess that did get a little
preachy. Sorry about that. But this
is the time of new resolutions, a new
semester, and of spring and all the
hope and opportunity that implies.
And, there is always the need and
opportunity to make choices anew.
The main idea is to recognize and
accept the inherent compromise that
all decisions demand, to do the best
you can to be honest with yourself
about the result of your internal
negotiations, and to try to have some
fun while you're sweating out the
details. Or, conversely, if you're
having a lot of fun, try to mix in a little
sweating of the details, too. Remem
ber that you're young and have plenty
of time left to screw up and still turn
out all right in almost all cases.
In future articles I am going to tell
you a little more about how I got here
and about some of my specific choices
and subsequent experiences with
issues like health, ethics, drugs, and
finances that I hope will enlighten as
well entertain you.
These little object lessons may
provide some comfort if you feel
confused or think you're screwing
things up excessively. If you're pretty
together already, they'll maybe give
you a good chuckle and make you
marvel at how lucky some people can
be. At the very least, they'll get you to
think about your own life and what
you hope to get out of it And me?
Well, I get to do some more
writing!

Recycling Locations at AASU
\

"

• Aluminum (not plastic or glass
please) in labeled bins located:
• Administration building vending
(near women's restroom)
• Ashmore Hall vending (near
dental clinic)
• Fine Arts building vending (near
102)

• Lane Library front porch
• MCC cafeteria vending
• Plant Operations building
vending
• Sports Center 210
• University Hall vending
• NOTE: not all bins are blue or
have the two holes in the lid; check
for labels
• White paper (not colored,
slick,or newspaper please) in
labeled boxes located:
•Ashmore 145 and217
• CIS (main student) computer
lab
• Fine Arts 205
• Gamble 109 (Writing Center)
• Health Science building
• Lane Library 1st floor by
printing room
• Science Building1504, 2016
• Sports Center 222
• University Hall 112, 125, 126,
128, 130

"STinrf#OMJCRON BETA CHAPTER
GEORGIA FIJORIDA AL ABAMA SO UTH CAROLINA

SATURDAY, February 1,2003
Armstrong Atlantic
Sports Complex
Savannah, Georgia
7:30PM

* The Jan. 22nd edition of The
Inkwell will contain the next install
ment of this series. Come with us as
we continue our journey with Stephen
and his experiences. Please direct any
questions for Stephen to inkwell@
maiLarmstrong.edu and they will be
passed on.

Fori Valley
Trov State

Georgia .Southern
I GA
Savannah State
Claflin

OFFICIAL AFTER PARTY T.B.A.
One Stop Wireless

mnmm!

'

St (912) 354-1ill
Victory Drive (912) 4954)011
Montgomery St. (912) 234-1105

GK
WWW.GREEKKLASH.COM
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we throw all kinds of
them

tuition
Sheer cliffs, rdpe bridges, final exams. With obsta cles like these in your way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can

get a 2- or 3-yea r /frmy ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the Ion
•

haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future
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Around Campus
International Study Abroad Opportunities through AASU
•AASU is offering study abroad programs this summer at the following loca
tions below. For courses available in each program, contact the advisor or
coordinator listed below.
•University of Surrey-Roehampton: London
Dates: June 23- July 29, 2003
Campus Advisors: Dr. Richard Nordquist (UH)
Dr. Teresa Winterhalter (G 115E)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours
Cost: $ 3,830 plus AASU tuition
•University of Aristotle: Thessaloniki, Greece
Dates: June 15- July 20, 2003
Program Coordinators: Dr. Erik Nordenhaug (G110B)
Faculty: Dr. Jill Miller (FA208)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours
Cost: $ 3,750 plus AASU tuition
•Ecuador and the Galapagos Islands
Dates: July 18-August 3, 2003
Program Coordinator: Dr. Michael Hall (G 207B)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours
Cost: Approximately $ 2,500 plus AASU tuition
•Cuernavaca, Mexico
Dates: May 18- June 1, 2003
Program Coordinator: Dr. William Deaver (G 115B)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours of Spanish
Cost: $ 1,650 plus AASU tuition
•Paris, France
Dates: July 3-August 9, 2003
Campus Advisor: Dr. Jim Byrd (Adm 103)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours
CosV. $ 3,%45 p\us AASVJ Xu\Uot\
•Ireland: Gaiway and Dublin
Dates: 3 weeks in late June/early July
Classes on campus- beginning of summer school
Program Coordinator: Dr. Jim Anderson (G 104)
Maximum Credits: 6 semester hours
Cost: TB Aplus AASU tuition
•St. Petersburg, Russia
Dates: May 15-June 15, 2003
Campus Advisor: Dr. Olavi Arens (G 210B)
Maximum Credits: 7 semester hours
Cost: $ 3,400 plus AASU tuition
•Estonia & St. Petersburg, Russia
Dates: May 11- 30, 2002
Program Coordinator:
Dr. Olavi Arens (G 210B)
Maximum Credits: 2 or 3 semester hours
Cost: $ 1,700 plus AASU tuition
•Denmark: Study And Travel
Dates: May 12—26, 2003
Program Coordinator: Dr. Dan Skidmore-Hess (UH 222)
Maximum Credit: 6 semester hours in political science and economics
Cost: $1,900 plus AASU tuition
•Magdeburg, Germany
Dates: 3 weeks in July
Program Coordinator: Ms. Margarete Froelicher
German Language Studies
Details To Be Announced
•Semester Abroad Exchange Programs are available through university partners.
•For information on any of these programs, or for a University System of
Georgia Study Abroad Catalog, contact:
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Office of International Education
Gamble Hall 104
11935 Abercom Street
Savannah, GA 31419
Phone: 912.921.5671

STRENGTH

LIFTING
-S&fuatassaultB an afltpfpower and contrpil; 5 4% of;
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Community Talk
D.A.R.E.-Double in Purpose but Single in Success
Erin Quigley

D.A.R.E., say that it is a way for
companies to market themselves and
for the government to promote the war
Do you remember "Darin" the Lion?
against drugs, going beyond educating
Familiar with "Just Say No?" These
students
to "enter a realm akin to
are the mascot and the message of
indoctrination
and mind control"
D.A.R.E., Drug Abuse Resistance
Education, a program begun in 1983 to (www.sumeria.net). Other complaints
are that police officers state false
teach young people to avoid using
information and use student interaction
drugs. It has been taught in Savannah
to obtain leads on drug users in the
elementary schools for the last two
community.
years, coordinated by a division of
This is clearly not the purpose of
Savannah-Chatham County Public
D.A.R.E., which is "to provide chil
Schools Police Department. Officers
dren with the information and skills
visit a 5th grade class once per week
they need to live drug-and-violencefor 17 weeks to present the curriculum,
free lives." This indicates the impor
culminating in a graduation during
tance of teaching children life skills,
which the students receive a D.A.R.E.
which is emphasized by Officer Darby,
T-shirt and certificate. Kids love the
one of the five instructors in Savannah.
program because they get a bunch of
She describes how each week focuses
D.A.R.E. "toys," parents love the
on a different topic, such as selfprospect of their children staying
esteem, stress, violence, and peer
clean, police officers love interacting
pressure, and that knowledge about
with students, and community busi
drugs and their effects is incorporated
nesses love advertising through
into these. Her instruction is interac
making tax deductible donations.
tive, including group work, discussion,
D.A.R.E. is therefore valuable in
and role-playing, in addition to com
uniting the community, but its impact
pleting the workbook. A poem/essay
in reducing drug use is questionable.
submitted by one student demonstrates
D.A.R.E. was started with many
that he appreciates and has learned
other anti-drug programs during the
from the program.
era of Reagan's "War on Drugs." It
...Mrs. Darby, Mrs. Darby, you
was not started nor is it funded by the
look like a Barbie
federal government, but has received
I'm trying to rhyme but I'm
much support from the Administration.
almost out of time
For example, the Drug Free Schools
I want to thank you for teaching
and Community Act of 1986 required
this lesson...
that 10% of state grants go to curricula
I don't like looking at people
taught by uniformed police officers,
smoke. Because smoking will make
and this is the done only in the
you choke.
D.A.R.E. program. Critics of the
Smoking is not a joke. I can't
program, such as Parents Against

Copy Editor

V KAPPA ALPHA PSI INC.
INTEREST MEETING
January 22,2003
7:11 pm
MCC bldg RM 204
For more Infornwtlitn or If unable lo attend conloctt
Lamarr Howell @ 0 6I-M54 or Seott Scheldt 9 921-5590

OMICRON BETA CHAPTER

V

believe that people would tear off
leaves from trees
Just to smoke weed...
As students we are aware that our
enthusiasm and extent of our learning
depends a great deal on our professors,
and this is true in the D.A.R.E. pro
gram as well. From talking to Officer
Darby it is clear that she can create a
friendly and trusting relationship with
the students. There is no doubt that
she loves interacting with them and is
further rewarded when they come to
her months later, sharing stories of
how they have been approached but
have resisted drugs. If all program
instructors were this effective,
D.A.R.E. would not receive as much
criticism and might have better
statistical success.
In fact, using police officers as
classroom teachers appears to be a
strength of the program, even though
this is one of its most criticized
components. Students see officers as
positive role models instead of "the
enemy." They are shocked when
Officer Darby tells them how she gets
high, then laugh when she finishes the
sentence, which is "I stay high all the
time - off happiness, that is."
If teaching youth how to empower
and protect themselves is part of the
dual mission of D.A.R.E., then the
program is successful in at least one
purpose. The future will tell if it
benefits the Savannah community.
If you would like to serve as a role
model guest speaker for the D.A.R.E.
program, contact Captain Sasser at
(912)201-5536.

Officer Darby and a student with "Darin the
Lion".-photo by E. Quigley

Officer Darby teaching a D.A.R.E. program (
Haven Elementary School.-photo by E. Quigley

A Haven Elemtentary student hangs out with
"Darin the Lion".-photo by E. Quigley

)RTANT DATES FOR THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
SPRING 03
Student Teacher Sign-up for Fall 03
1/29/03 University Hall 156 12:00 pm-l:30 pm
.^^^ent Teacher Sign-up for Fall 03 (Brunswick & Camden Centers)
1/30/03 - 3:00-4:30 p.m.
AASU- GSAMS Room 136 Ashmore Hall
CGCC- GSAMS Room 196 Science Center
Camden- Annex Building
Final Seminar for Student Teachers Spring 03
4/28/03 University Hall, Room 156 - 12:00-2:00 p.m.
Final Seminar for Second Semester Interns Spring 03
4/28/03 University Hall, Room 259 - 5:00-6:15 p.m.

Technology
Bytes

Website of the Week
Sponsored by the ACM
http://www.ala.ort»/valsa/honklists/obcb/

This site is maintained by the Young Adult Library Services Associa
tion and the American Library Association. It provides a list of books
that provide rewarding reading and can help mold a mind as the reader
gets to see things from a different perspective.
The list is broken down into five categories: fiction, biography, nonfiction, drama, and poetry. The list is revised every five years, and is
targeted towards a variety of audiences. We fit right in, as many of the
books are targeted towards college students.
In selecting these works for the list, the committee used a variety of
criteria: readability, cultu . and ethnic diversity, balance of points of
view, contemporary and classical works, different genres, and availabil
ity.
So check it out, and come back next week for another exciting website
recommendation brought to you courtesy of the ACM, the Association
for Computing Machinery.
—

ACM & IEEE
The School of Computing's

Association for
Computing Machinery (ACM)
and

Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE)

JOIN ACM/IEEE TODAY!

Visit acm.armstrong.edu to find out how.

dhankjou to everyone who heCped make the
(Binary Cafe such a success Cast se mester!!

work, I have thus far resisted the Mac
at home. My self-built PC is
with Chris Lancia
running well, and I am hesitant to
Interim Editor
jump headfirst into a new system.
The ease with which I can operate and
I was never a fan of Macintosh, but
my employment at The Inkwell pushed repair my PC hardware and
software will keep me there, for now.
me towards a grudging appreciation
Many college students participate in
for the Mac OS. Windows users, fear
the piracy of music, movie, and
not; the Mac OS is a graphic-based
software online. Napster was simply
system (just like Windows) that uses
the most recognizable name among
eerily similar navigation.
dozens on peer-to-peer sharing net
Mac has been on an upswing for a
works. Kazaa, another of these
decade now, fighting off Microsoft as
networks, was recently in the news.
Apple struggled for life. The Mac
Federal prosecutors in California had
embraced the education community,
been
trying to bring a lawsuit
finding a niche that the crash-prone
against
Kazaa for copyright infringe
Windows system had largely
ment.
Kazaa
stated that they were
ignored. And the trend continues.
immune
from
U.S. law because they
As part of their attempt to gain
were
based
in
Australia and
market share, Apple has come out with
incorporated
in
Vanuatu. Last week a
a powerful new series of PowerBooks.
federal
judge
allowed
the suit to
The PowerBook G4 is available in
be
filed
based
on
the
heavy
activity by
three sizes and five different base
Kazaa in the U.S. and its'
configurations. It can be had with
business dealings in California.
a 12" monitor, a 15" monitor, or a 17"
The residents of Compass Point
monitor.
already
know this, but AASU does not
The 12" and 17" models come
allow
the
use of these networks on the
standard with Bluetooth support built
University
computer system.
in. For those of you who tememher,
1' ve never heard the piracy reason on
Bluetooth is the wireless protocol that
campus; the reason I have been
allows a user to hook up any wireless
told is that the drain on the network
device, regardless of the OS it's based
system
would be a huge hit on the
on. Bluetooth is optional on the 15"
available
bandwidth. And that makes
model.
sense.
One of the most exciting parts is the
What many overlook is the detrimen
availability of the SuperDrive on these
tal
effect piracy is having on the
PowerBooks. A combo drive allows
entertainment industry. While the cost
the user to read DVD's and read and
of a CD or DVD is outrageous,
write CD-R's and CD-RW's. The
the fact remains that the industry
SuperDrive allows the user to also
revolves around the revenues brought
write to DVD media.
in by those sales. As more piracy
And Mac has just debuted it's own
Internet browser, Safari. It only works occurs it lessens the chance that
some small band from a small town
with Mac OS X or later. Safari
eliminates the use of the bug-ridden
(maybe even Savannah) can get its'
Mac version of Internet Explorer. It's
start.
even faster than Netscape Navigator.
I'm not here to lecture anyone; we
Perhaps the biggest boost for Mac
all know right and wrong. But as we
has come from their "Switch" ad
exchange information and ideas, we
campaign. They use a variety of
are also expected to better
different people who have switched
ourselves. The piracy of music and
from Windows to Mac. There is a
movies provides the basis for an
young lady who saved Christmas, a
ethical dilemma as we take something
tech guru who never thought he'd go
for which we have not paid.
to a Mac, and even a father who
That's called stealing, and by partici
switched
pating you are no better than the
to Mac after almost more than 15 years guy at the corner holding up the 7-11.
as a PC user. This innovative
A bit of a stretch? Maybe; but
ad campaign has boosted sales and
then again, maybe not.
given Mac a new face.
Not to worry, my fellow PC users.
Although I've made the switch at
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Sports
Droppin' Anchor.

6th.

Lewis was named the MVP of the
Chatham
Orthaepedics Christmas
Interim Editor
Classis hosted by AASU. During that
tournament she put up 24 points and 8
Can you say snubbed? That's what
rebounds to lead the Lady Pirates to a
happened to the Lady Pirates basket
win over #21 Fort Valley State.
ball team by the USA Today DII
The Lady Pirates are off to the best
pollsters.
start in school history. That fast start
The new rankings were released
has infused the team with a confidence
January 8th, and the Lady Pirates were
that allows them to not wonder about
expecting a ranking . What they got
each game, but go in knowing that
was 2 more votes than last time.
they will win.
Fort Valley State was beaten soundly
Confidence is something that cannot
by the Lady Pirates, yet they moved up
be replaced, as other teams will take
a spot to #20 in the latest rankings.
advantage of any sign of doubt they
And USC-Aiken, another team easily
see. That brings us to the Pirates, who
beaten by the Lady Pirates, still
are just beginning to see some of the
received more vote s than we did.
confidence the Lady Pirates have
Here's the odd part: in the NCAA
enjoyed all season.
DII Regional Ra nkings, the Lady
I overheard a conversation between
Pirates are ranked first in the South
some of the Pirates, during which one
Atlantic Region, ahead of #24 Shaw
of them remarked that, "the girls score
and USC-Aiken. Is this another
more points by halftime than we do in
example of the Good OP Boys net
a game." At the time the Pirates had
work voting f or their buddies?
only 1 win.
Does anyone else find it odd that we
But they put together a 2-game
can beat 2 ranked teams, be ranked
winning streak, and are beginning to
first in our region, be on a 8-game
understand that they can win. Head
winning streak, and yet still not merit a
Coach Jeff Burkhamer is finally
ranking?
getting them to play as a team.
The Lady Pirates have worked
They showed what they can do
tirelessly to get where they are. Coach
against UNC Pembroke on the 13th of
Roger Hodge has his team playing
August. The Pirates capped off a
better than any other in the region.
double-header sweep (earlier in the
There must be a major flaw in the
night the Lady Pirates won their game
rankings system for this travesty to
84-61) with a 77-53 win over the
occur.
Braves.
Despite all of that, there is some
The Pirates shot 60% from the field
good news to report from theAASU
as they posted the second-largest PBC
Athletics department. Zandrique
win in school history. The win im
Cason, the featured athlete in the last
proved their record to 4-8, and put
edition of The Inkwell, broke the
them above .500 in the PBC at 3-2.
1,000-point barrier for her career on
The Lady Pirates will continue to
January 8th against Spelman.
roll, and hope that they can drag the
Cason became the sixth Lady Pirate
Pirates with them. One thing is
in school history to eclipse that mark,
certain: Burkhamer is building a
and needs 275 points to move into 2nd foundation that will rival the one
place on the all-time scoring list
Hodge set up for the Lady Pirates.
Earlier this season Cason became the
Baseball and softball are just around
career blocked shots leader for the
the corner, with the baseball team
Lady Pirates. She is certain to con
starting their season on the 1st of
tinue to add to her legacy as the season February.
continues.
I'd like to encourage everyone
The Lady Pirates are now the only
(again!) to get out and support our
team still undefeated in PBC play. At
athletes. They're our classmates , our
5-0 they lead the South Division, and
neighbors, and our friends. But
their overall record of 12-1 is tops in
without our support they play to
the PBC.
laregly hostile crowds, even at home.
A large part of that success is due to
So get out to an event, and let them
the play of Tishay Lewis (see profile
know you support them! I can assure
on the right). Lewis was named as the
you that they will appreciate it.
pBC Player of the Week on January
with Chris Lancia

Compass Crazies
It's time for AASU to
rise up and support our
athletes! You can start by
attending the next basket
ball game and sitting with
the Compass Crazies!
The idea is to sit behind
the opposing teams bench
and heckle them while
cheering our Pirates to
victory!

Time for hoops...
The Intramural section of
the Athletics department is
very busy this time of year.
Indoor soccer is going full
blast, and they're preparing
for the next sport.
So it's time for all you
AASU students (men &
women) that didn't make tha
Pirates to come out and show
the rest of the school what
you've got in the Intramurals.
The winner of the AASU
league gets to go to a seasonending tourney and face
competition from all over the
state of Georgia. So come on
out and play some ball!

Do I K now You?

•Name: Tishay Lewis
•Birthdate: 8/2/81
•Hometown: Savannah, GA
|*Ht & Wt: 5'9" (undisclosed)
•Year: Junior
•Major: Criminal Justice
•Sport/Position: Basketball/G-F
•In my CD player:JayZ-BIueprint
•I'm reading: When Things Fall
•Apart by Pema Chodron
[•Favorite subject: Anatomy
•Favorite color: Blue
•Favorite ice cream: Cookies &
[Cream
•Favorite movie: Lean on Me
•Must see TV: SportsCenter
•I want to be: Forensic Odontolo[gist

•Congratulations to Tishay for
'being named the PBC Player of
[the Week!

AASU Athletics
Upcominn Fv^ntc

January
22nd Women's Basketball @
Francis Marion

25th Basketball vs. USC
Spartanburg
5:30/7:30 Alumni Arena

Fitness Center
Schedule
Spring '03
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

6 - 8 am
12 - 9 pm
12 - 8 pm
10 am - 3 pm
1 - 5 pm

* You must have a CURRENT
AASU ID in your possession.
* You must wear proper clothing
(including a shirt).

29th Basketball @ GC& SU
February
1st Baseball vs. St. Andrew's
11:00 am Pirate Field
Basketball @ UNC Pembroke
Tennis @ F lager College

2nd Baseball vs. St. Andrew's
1:00 pm Pirate Field
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Arts & Entertainment
Hittin' the High Notes...
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF ART, MUSIC, & THEATRE
SAVANNAH'S CULTURAL CENTER ON THE SOUTHSIDE
•January 24: The AASU Department of Art, Music, & Theatre
presents a gallery reception for the art faculty exhibition, at
6:00 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Admission is free.
•February 6: AASU hosts the Savannah Symphony Orchestra
Brass Quintet in recital performance at 2:30 P.M. in the
AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Free admission.
•February 7: The AASU Department of Art, Music, & Theatre
presents Piano Fest 2003 guest clinician, Carolyn True, in a
guest artist recital at 7:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Audito
rium. Admission is free.
•February 8: The AASU Department of Art, Music, & Theatre
presents Jenna Stewart, piano, in graduation recital at 4:00
P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is free.
*

•February 8: The AASU Department of Art, Music, & Theatre
presents Piano Fest 2003 Competition Winners in recital at
5:30 P.M. in the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Admission is
free.
•February 8 at 5:30 PM: Jenna Stewart, piano, graduation
recital; Fine Arts Auditorium
•February 11: AASU Music Ensembles shine in the Annual
AASU Music Ensembles Showcase Concert at 7:30 P.M. in
the AASU Fine Arts Auditorium. Performing groups include
the AASU Wind Ensemble, University Chorale, University
Singers, Percussion Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble, and Jazz
Combo.
•February 14 at 2:30 PM: Faith Harry, horn; Steve Caldwell,
trumpet; graduation recital; Fine Arts Auditorium

get to see their own hand wrought
work? Not often! Now is your chance
to
put your professor's work under
SCAD is not the only art school in
scrutiny!
As Dr. Jill Miller, the
town, and if you think so, you are
department's
art historian, says,
quite mistaken. Every art major
"When
I
was
an art student I always
attending Armstrong knows what it is
looked
forward
to the faculty exhibi
to be sapling struggling to grow
tion.
I
knew
my
professors in the
cloaked in SCAD's sometimes dense,
classroom,
but
seeing
their work
dark shadow. We manage. What
answered
questions
for
me and
shocks me, however, is how many
prompted
me
to
ask
questions
of them.
times I've heard these disturbing
Just
as
a
student
might
seek
out
a book
words from non-art majors. "You
written
by
one
of
their
professors,
mean there is an art gallery on cam
seeing the drawings of my drawing
pus?" Yes, there is, and if you have
professor, for example, educated me
not made a visit yet, then shame on
you! Why take a trip down town when further and also gave him additional
credibility in my eyes. You might sa y
your own community has fine art on
display on AASU soil? As it happens, that faculty exhibitions were a way of
seeing that my studio professors
if this summons entices you, then you
practiced
what they preached."
are in luck. There is a show hanging
Just
as
I
would hesitate to give away
on the walls right now of particular
loo much of the plot from a really
significance.
good movie, 1 won't spoil the show by
AASU's own art faculty will be
giving too much description, but to
exhibiting their work in the Fine Arts
taunt readers with a little foretaste, I
gallery January 15th through February
will say, among the works you have to
5th. Not only full-time faculty mem
bers will be exhibiting, but part-timers look forward to seeing are Dr. Miller's
will as well. Through the show
photographs from travel abroad in
promises to be exciting, thought
countries like India and Wales, Mrs.
provoking, and beautiful, it is special
Linda Jensen's beautifully decorative
for yet another reason. As students,
handcolored photographs of AASU
we often forget to think of our teachers students, and Mr. John Jensen's awe
as anything other than lecturers and
inspiring adventures in clay and 3graders. It is easy to miss seeing them Dimensionality. There will be much,
as creative and artistic individuals.
much more to feast your eyes on as
Even when we can see them in this
well, so come support the arts at
light, how often is it that we actually
Armstrong!

•March 6 at 2:30 PM: Natascha Harper, percussion; Eric
Jones, piano; graduation recital; Fine Arts Auditorium
•March 7 at 2:30 PM: Chakia Proctor & David Anderegg,
trombone; graduation recital (Rm. 206)
•April 4 at 2:30 PM: Larry Starling & Brian Carter, saxo
phone; graduation recital; Fine Arts Auditorium
•April 11 at 2:30 PM: Wesley Perkins, bass-baritone; Steven
West,baritone; graduation recital; Fine Arts Auditorium
For more information on any of these events contact the
Department of Art, Music, & Theatre at 927-5325.

Oops!
Sasha McBrayer
Assistant Editor

I would like to take this time to sincerely apologize for an error that I made in
my movie review, which was published in the last edition of the Inkwell. The
truth is comedian John Leguizamo is Columbian, NOT Puerto Rican. I would
like to say thank you to the student who pointed out my error. It goes without
saying that I meant no offense. It was a mistake and I appreciate the gravity of

^
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Arts & Entertainment
Breaking Bread with Monks

New Music
Erin Quigley

Copy Editor

I ne ver dreamed that I would be dining with Tibetan monks.
Fortunately for myself and many other Savannahians, we had the opportunity to see the monks on several occasions
Queens of the Stone Age can be
during their two-week stay. They were a small representation of the 2500 monks now residing at the Drepung Loseling
traced back to a h eavy metal band
Monastery, which has existed in South India since its forced removal from Tibet in 1959. In coordination with the
called Kyuss in t he early nineties.
Drepung Loseling Institute, a non-profit organization out of Atlanta, small groups of monks travel to American cities to
Two of the orginal members from
share
their philosophy and traditions. It is a means of "building a bridge between East and West," said Murray Silver, their
Kyuss, Josh Homme and Nick Oliveri,
tour
coordinator.
regrouped in 1998. Their new band
Healing and peace came out of everything the monks had to share. At the opening ceremony in the Telfair Museum, they
released the self-titled CD Queens of
played
instruments, chanted, and danced for a standing-room only crowd. These rituals were performed to prepare the site
the Stone Age. After being signed by
for
a
sand
mandala, which the monks painstakingly created over several days. According to Silver, the sand mandala is "a
Interscope Records they released
representation
of enlightened beings," each of the colors and hidden symbols having meaning. Creating the sand mandala
Rated R. Their new CD, Songs for the
is
a
method
of
meditation,
therefore creating it and viewing it is a means of purification. This corresponds with the
Deaf, has been nominated for a
Buddhist
understanding
that
healing begins in the mind.
Grammy. This time the band had help
Being in the presence of the sand mandala created a sense of serenity. The loud vibrations of the opening ceremony
from David Grohl- who played drums
were replaced with a sacred silence as the monks worked and visitors watched in awe. It was understood that we were in
on the entire album. His time with the
the presence of something sacred.
band was short lived. After recording,
My deep respect for the monks made it hard for me to believe that they, these honorable men from the monastery of
QOTSA had to find a new drummer to
previous
dalai lamas, were going to be joining my friends and I at the downtown co-op for a Friday evening meal. Re
take Grohl's seat at the kit for their
flecting back, I don't know why I was so surprised that they accepted the dinner invitation. It was this, their humility and
tour.
sincerity, which was the cause of my deep respect for them.
Before I ever listened to this CD I
I followed them from the dinner to a lecture being given by the Geshe, where I again felt blessed and enriched with
was told how great it was by a guy
gratitude
and knowledge. The most important thing is to train one's mind to achieve happiness and avoid suffering" was
who claimed, "this is the best album
his
opening
statement. "As human beings we have the potential to liberate the suffering of others." Such statements
that has come out in the last five
seemed simple, yet so incredibly wise. The Geshe continued to educate the participants on the connections between
years." While this is definitely a
healing and the mind, meditated with us, and made me realize how I need to work towards balance between my
stretch, there is some validity in his
mind, body, and the earth.
statement. It seems like the new wave
More events presented by the Drepung Loseling monks were to come, with a major performance to be held right here at
bands of today lack the edginess that
AASU. This is an honor. Savannahians will be further honored in the closing ceremony at the Telfair, during which the
some bands had several years ago.
monks will sweep up the sand, showing that nothing is forever. They will give some to the audience and pour the rest into
QOTSA has an unusual acid-rock
the water (probably the river). This is their way of blessing others with the mandala's positive energies, and the healing
sound that echoes the earlier hard rock
they put forth will return to them tenfold.
bands that inspired them. This is a
talented band. However, with Songs
for the Deaf, they fail to step away
from the ordinary, and produce the
track they need to launch them into
mainstream. In early March, Queens
of the Stone Age will be performing
live at The Marquee Theatre in Jack
sonville as part of their U.S. Tour.Stephen Rossi, Staff Music Reviewer

AASU Top 5 CD's
1. Let Go
Avril Levigne
2. Come Away With Me
Norah Jones
3. The Young and The Hopeless
Good Charlotte
4.XXX Soundtrack
Various Artists
5. Weathered
Creed

The Monks of Drepung Loseling Monastery spending time with
regular Savannahians.-photo by E. Quigley

The Monks of Drepung Loseling Monastery creating a 1
photo courtesy of the Drepung Loseling Monastery
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Opinions
From the Editor
oK

Chris Lancia
Interim Editor

it escapes many of the students on
campus.
Alienating and attacking people is
not a means to an end. All that the
A strong and angry response to
writer has done is set off what
the graffiti that has been appearing
many would like to see become a
on the campus sidewalks has
string of violence.
prompted me to focus my attention
I've heard veiled threats directed
in that direction. So that will be the
towards this person from students,
subject of my discussion this time
faculty, and staff. One person even
around.
went as far as writing "spineless
As I've mentioned before, I am a
wonder" on the sidewalk in re
proponent of First Amendment
sponse to the original writing.
Rights. I believe that an important
Free speech is a staple of every
part of our country is the ability to
college campus. At AASU, there is
say what you think.
an area designated as the free
I've also mentioned that while I
speech spot.
may not always agree with what
The grass area at the corner of
you have to say, I respect your right
Library Drive and Science Drive
to say it.
(from the delivery drive for the
Late in the Fall semester of 2002
bookstore/cafeteria to ScienceDrive
we began to see this sidewalk
and
from the sidewalk next to the
graffiti around campus. At first, it
MCC
to Library Drive) is where
seemed innocent and provided a
anyone
can hold a gathering or a
conversation starter. It even in
peaceful demonstration. I encour
spired a Letter to the Editor (page
age the use of this space as a place
15, January 6th edition) that may
to be heard and get your message
have set off this latest bit of side
across.
walk writing.
Violence and insults are never a
What may have begun innocently
good answer to any problem. So
has now exploded into what comes
rather than focusing on what you
across to many as an attack. I've
would like to do to someone, take
gotten feedback from all over
that energy and write a Letter to the
campus about this topic.
Editor. We would be happy to
Expressing your opinion is one
allow you to express your thoughts
thing, but the writer has set off a
in a way that would promote others
vehement response by attacking the
to respond and initiate a healthy
military, religious groups, and
debate.
political aspirants.
A pacifist I am not. But senseless
It seems to me that this person is
violence is something that this
simply trying to enrage as many
world
has seen more than enough
people as possible. If there is a
of.
Adding
to that would benefit no
message or point to their musings,
one.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I am responding to the
letter to the editor printed in the Jan. 6,
2003 edition of the Inkwell, written by
Stephen Gontz.
First, let me say that I am a member
of the group that has written and will
continue to write on the sidewalks
about some current issues. Secondly,
the response is the fulfillment of our
first goal. I am glad that people have
noticed and have applied some thought
to the matter even though the opinion
expressed is contradictory to my own.
I would also take this opportunity to
respond to some of the opinions
represented by Mr. Gontz's letter.
What surprised me most was the
conviction that the author of the letter

AdvjgQr
Lynn Hamilton

Staff Writers
Adam Bordeau
Qasimah P. Boston
Stephen Mosca
Susann Wright
Megan Schlicht

has about the military's role in provid
ing our personal freedoms. \ want to
be absolutely clear in this most impor
tant point; the military in no way
provides for the rights and freedoms of
Americans. We are governed by a
constitution that supercedes all other
authority in our country. It is this
document alone that provides Ameri
cans with their inalienable natural
rights.
Our nation was made independent
from Britain through force and our
borders and ideals are now protected
by our military. Make no mistake; we
are not anti-military. The military
plays an integral role in our country
and the world. Having established that
we are not opposed to the military, but
only the decisions that politicians have
made concerning the use of our
military, most of the valid argument in

Staff Writers fr-onf,)
Mark Saunders
Stephen Rossi

Faculty Contributors
Sports: Chad Jackson
A&E: Mario Incorvaia
University Relations
Student Activities
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the letter is invalidated.
service is most prevalent in eastern
express his or her opinions uninhib
There are several other less impor
European nations and is not new in
ited. It was discouraging because of
tant issues I would like to address
any way. The one personal discussion I two comments the officer made. First
before relating a story. First is the
have had about required military
he stated that he had seen the death
author's assertion that our campus is
service provided me with some second and destruction in other countries. This
primarily military. I am sure that there
hand information. What I learned was
was his only justification for the
are a lot of military and ex-military
that most people spend the last couple
impending
war. I object fundamentally
personnel on campus. This does not
of years of high school finding ways to because death is never a solution for
mean that they can not have opinions
work in other areas of public service.
death. I object politically because he
outside the norm. Also, even if the
Required military service, without the
did
not wonder why it is just now that
campus were ninety-five percent
option of finding alternate public
we
are
so concerned with Iraq. The
military 1 would have just as much
work, seems most like the Nazi regime things that have happened there for the
right to express myself in this manner,
than any other.
last twenty years have happened with
like the Baptist Student Union,
Finally, before my story, I would like U.S. knowledge and, at times, support.
Wellslyan Fellowship, or the fraterni
to ask the author to provide what is
Why is it now that we decide to push
ties or sororities on campus. I also do
sufficient reason to place himself in a
for war? I am not convinced that it is
not understand how exerting my right
"life and death situation" before he
not a political solution for a political
of fiee speech could possibly be
asks anyone else to face such a situa
problem. Political problems should not
considered taking it for granted. The
tion. The author has no concept of
be solved through the loss of life.
assertion that the campus is private
what I believe in; I have no concept of
Finally, we expressed that our main
property is incorrect because it is a
what the author believes in. Only,,
goal is to encourage people on campus
public school. If we were prevented
through open discussion can we learn.
to think about issues from a different
from expressing ourselves on the
My story is short. Last time our
perspective, for eveiyone to participate
sidewalks, all forms of sidewalk
group wrote on the sidewalks we had a in a dialogue so that we can all learn
expression must be banned to prevent
discussion with one of the campus
from each other. The officer's response
the school from committing censorship pofice officers. The conversation was
was horrifying to me. He said, "Well,
based on political bias.
encouraging, considering our first
this is not that kind of campus."
The idea of compulsory military
goal, because everyone was allowed to
Who decides what kind of campus

y/le Starvihfrfiri7%<\}or
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*The Inkwell is published and distrib
"ted bi-weekly each semester. Copies
are available in distribution boxes
throughout campus.
*The Inkwell reserves the right to edit
any submissions for length or content.
The opinions expressed by the
students of A ASU may not be the

ours is? I plan on telling people that I
went to an institution that inspired me
to think about more than just myself,
an institution that encouraged involve
ment in our community. Communities
are constantly growing and eventually
we will all be neighbors. Life, all life,
needs to be protected. We need to take
control of what our own campus can
be and create an environment where
all people can express themselves
freely.
I will end with a question. What kind
of campus do you want Armstrong to
be? Do you want to attend an institu
tion that supports the repression of
ideas as the officer suggested? Only
we, the students, faculty, and adminis
tration, can determine what kind of
school we attend.
Thank You,
Justin Weilacher

FAT THE OTHERS

opinons of the staff of The Inkwell or
the administration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and
comments from readers provided that
they are clearly written or typed. All
submissions must be signed with a
telephone number and SSN included
for verification purposes. Names will
be withheld upon request.

•The Inkwell welcomes public service
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information may be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
* Photographs are not guaranteed to be
returned after publication. The
Inkwell will make all efforts to return
photographs, but please make copies

before submission.
•Awards:
Chris Lancia- Outstanding Sports
Writing, Large University, SRPI, 2002.
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ACROSS
1. Mire
4. Make points
9. Common noun suffix
12. Ever
13. Path
14. Born
15. High Pitch
17. Give
19. Smell
21. Catch
22. Passable
24. Miscue
26. Epoxy
29. Nymph
31. Children's game
33. Navy Rank (abbr.)
34. Near
35. Animal
37. Chart
39. Inanimate object
40. Degree
42. Rest
44. Dish
46. Toy
48. Fuel
50. High cards
51. No (Scottish.)
53. Rushlike plant
55. Hungry
58. Reviews
61. It is (Poetic)

5. Best; elite
6. Toward; to (pref.)
7. Free
8. Jacket
9. Authorize
10. Mesh
11. Prepare golf ball
16. Wide
18. Gripe
20. Craft
22. Sudsy
23. Correct (Comb, form)
25. Male goat
27. Join
28.
Park, CO
30. Put on, as clothes
32. Crack
36. Joke
38. Style of material
41. Monarch, ruler
43. Ballet step
45. Performance
47. Paddle
49. Sudden flood
52. Always
54. Deteriorate
55. Pig pen
56. Same score
57. Outside (Pref.)
59. Fork prong (Scot.)
60. Station (abbr.)
63. Form of verb "be"

DOWN
62. Leaves
64. Grain
65. But
66. Resin (Scot.)
67. Edu group (Abbr.)

1. Ante
2. Over (poetic)
3. Oil
4. Alone

Top 10 List for the First Week of School
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Courtesy of The Inkwell
10. Trying to find the Tech Room in the MCC annex.
9. Standing in line at the bookstore for an hour, only to get inside and find
that there are no more used copies of the book you need.
8. Waiting for 30 minutes in traffic to get into the main parking lot only to
find the lot is full.
7. Explaining to your professor that you're late because you couldn't find
a parking spot.
6. Cussing when you return to your car and find a parking ticket because
you parked against the curb and went to class.
5. Deciding to eat in the cafeteria because you got here early and don't
want to lose your parking spot.
4. Swallowing your anger as you fork over $8 for a piece of pizza and a
drink.
3. Standing in line for 2 hours in the MCC Lobby waiting for your differ
ence check.
2. Arriving at class and finding that you don't have anything to write with.
1. Realizing that you've been sitting in the wrong class for the last 20
minutes..

A
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The touch of a woman
So soft, so light
It can come any time
The morning, at night
The smell of a woman
So sweet, so pure
Sends out a message
Attraction, allure
The voice of a woman
So sexy, so soft
The sound sends your spirit
Floating, aloft
A beautiful woman
Sent from above
Is it any wonder
Why we fall in love?
-Chris Lancia

